
Manage all things moving

movingintelligence.com

Package price list

MiBlack Security with alarm center € 1795
per month

MiOrange Security without alarm center € 895
per month

MiGreen Fleet management € 995
per month

MiRed Trip logging € 695
per month

MiWhite Beacon € 795
per month

MiGrey Trailer monitoring

Prices are excl. TAX

€ 695
per month

MiBlack & MiGreen 
Security with alarm center + Fleet management € 2290

per month

MiOrange & MiGreen 
Security without alarm center + Fleet management € 1390

per month
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MiBlack
Security with alarm center

Dutch SCM 'Klasse Voertuigvolgsysteem' (Mi50 + MiBlock)

Coverage throughout Europe

Made in Holland

24/7 alarm center

Complete package with SCM-certified security including assistance after theft and KIWA SCM Certificate  
(Kiwa SCM/VbV Klasse Voertuigvolgsysteem) for your insurance company. This service emits an 
immediate warning in the event of sabotage, break-in or deliberate disruption of the signal (jamming), 
with provision of all possible assistance in finding the car by the alarm center. 

MiApp
With the MiApp you always have all 
information on a vehicle or means of 
transport at your fingertips. This allows 
you to see where an object is located.

THEFT DETECTION + G4S
Reporting of theft to the alarm center, 
with immediate notification of the 
police.  G4S is our alarm center partner 
and can be reached 24/7.

GEOFENCE 
Placement of an ‘electronic fence’ 
enables you to see when someone 
enters or leaves a zone. 

BURGLARY ALARM *
In emergency situations, an alarm 
message can be sent to the alarm 
center using an emergency button 
located inside the vehicle.

SABOTAGE DETECTION
In the event of sabotage of the 
tracking system, you will be informed 
through the alarm center or by push 
notification via the MiApp.

Combined with 
Mi50 and MiBlock

hardware

€ 1795 
per month 

Duration of 12 months

MiBlack & MiGreen 
Security with alarm center + Fleet management

€ 2290 
per month

Duration of 12 months

IMMOBILIZER (MiBlock) *
The MiBlock immobiliser can be 
activated manually through the MiApp 
or according to a time schedule. 

JAMMING DETECTION (MiBlock) *
After deliberate disruption of the 
communication of the Mi50, the 
vehicle can no longer be started 
without the authorisation card.

PANIC ASSISTANCE *
In emergency situations, an alarm 
message can be sent to the alarm 
center using an emergency button 
located inside the vehicle.

* Services are hardware dependent.

MiSwitch *
With MiSwitch, you can remotely 
activate and deactivate connected 
devices by setting the switch in the 
MiApp to on and off. 

LIVE TRACKING
Live Tracking provides real-time 
insight into the current location of all 
objects, both online as well as through 
the MiApp, anywhere.

LOCK POSITION
This allows you to receive a notification 
by e-mail or push in as soon as the 
selected object starts moving.
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MiOrange
Security without alarm center

Push alarmnotification

Coverage throughout Europe

Made in Holland

Live tracking

Security where all messages are communicated through the MiApp and you have to undertake action 
yourself to trace the object. The most recent position and route driven are immediately visible online and 
in the MiApp. Especially suited for securing classic cars, youngtimers, boats and work equipment.

SABOTAGE DETECTION (push notification)
In the event of sabotage of the 
tracking system, you will be 
immediately informed by push 
notification.

JAMMING DETECTION (push notification) *
After deliberate disruption of the 
communication of the Mi50, the 
vehicle can no longer be started 
without the authorisation card.

BURGLARY ALARM (push notification)
In the event of a vehicle break-in, 
a message will be sent by push 
notification.

IMMOBILIZER (MiBlock) *
The MiBlock immobiliser can be 
activated manually through the 
MiApp or according to a time 
schedule.

€ 895 
per month

Duration of 12 months

MiOrange & MiGreen 
Security without alarm center + Fleet management

€ 1390 
per month

Duration of 12 months

MiApp
With the MiApp you always have all 
information on a vehicle or means of 
transport at your fingertips. This allows 
you to see where an object is located.

* Services are hardware dependent.

GEOFENCE 
Placement of an ‘electronic fence’ 
enables you to see when someone 
enters or leaves a zone. 

LIVE TRACKING
Live Tracking provides real-time 
insight into the current location of all 
objects, both online as well as through 
the MiApp, anywhere.

LOCK POSITION
This allows you to receive a 
notification by e-mail or push in as 
soon as the selected object starts 
moving. 

Combined with 
Mi50 hardware
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MiGreen
Fleet management

Dutch trip logging systems quality mark (Keurmerk RRS)

Coverage throughout Europe

Extensive fleet management reportings

Realtime up-to-date

With the MiGreen package, you have all the tools at the ready to manage your vehicle fleet as efficiently 
as possible. Trip administration that complies with the Dutch tax authority regulations, constant insight 
into the location of your vehicle(s) and all options for keeping track of driven and worked hours, along 
with the option of analysing and optimising use of your vehicles.

MiApp
With the MiApp you always have all 
information on a vehicle or means of 
transport at your fingertips. So you can 
view and edit your trip administration. 

TRIP ADMINISTRATION INCL. KEURMERK RRS
A logbook is compiled of all driven 
routes. The routes can be classified 
and various overviews and reports can 
be compiled for the tax authorities.

SPEED REPORTING
An overview of times when the set 
maximum speed is exceeded within a 
specified period

MILEAGE READING REPORTING
The most recent mileage readings 
of all cars are collected into one 
overview.

MiClassify *
With the P/Z (private/business) switch 
and the MiClassify service, it is very 
easy to differentiate between personal 
and business routes.

DOWNTIME REPORTING
The time between the routes is 
displayed in one overview. This is very 
handy for calculating effective working 
hours.

DRIVING STYLE ANALYSIS
The driving behaviour of the drivers 
can be seen with the driving style 
analysis. This allows you to compare 
the drivers’ driving behaviour.

MiSwitch *
With MiSwitch, you can remotely 
activate and deactivate connected 
devices through the MiApp.

€ 995 
per month

Duration of 12 months

* Services are hardware dependent.

LIVE TRACKING
Live Tracking provides real-time 
insight into the current location of all 
objects, both online as well as through 
the MiApp, anywhere.

MiReader *
With the MiReader it is possible to 
have drivers identify themselves so 
that you can always see who drove in 
what vehicle.

Combined with 
Mi50 hardware

Combined with 
Mi50 hardware

PTO RAPPORTAGE
Power Take Off rapportage waarbij 
de draaitijd van een voertuig wordt 
weergegeven binnen een bepaalde 
periode. 

LOCK POSITION
This allows you to receive a 
notification by e-mail or push in as 
soon as the selected object starts 
moving. 

GEOFENCE 
Placement of an ‘electronic fence’ 
enables you to see when someone 
enters or leaves a zone. 
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Combined with 
Mi40 hardware

MiRed
Trip logging

Trip administration 

Coverage throughout Europe

Made in Holland

Live tracking

With the MiRed package, you get complete insight into your vehicle’s driven routes. You can easily 
maintain your trip administration with this package and also know the most recent position of your 
vehicle(s) at all times.

MiApp
With the MiApp you always have all 
information on a vehicle or means of 
transport at your fingertips. So you can 
view and edit your trip administration.

TRIP ADMINISTRATION
A logbook is compiled of all driven 
routes. The routes can be classified for 
personal and business routes, either 
online or through the MiApp.

SPEED REPORTING
An overview of times when the set 
maximum speed is exceeded within a 
specified period.

TRIP CLASSIFICATION (via MiApp)
Through the MiApp, it is very easy to 
differentiate between personal (P) and 
business routes (Z).

€ 695 
per month

Duration of 12 months

LIVE TRACKING
Live Tracking provides real-time 
insight into the current location of all 
objects, both online as well as through 
the MiApp, anywhere.

GEOFENCE 
Placement of an ‘electronic fence’ 
enables you to see when someone 
enters or leaves a zone.

LOCK POSITION
This allows you to receive a notification 
by e-mail or push in as soon as the 
selected object starts moving.
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MiWhite
Beacon

 24/7 alarm centre

Coverage throughout Europe

Theft detection

Historical points

Essential for securing precious items by means of a beacon. Activating your beacon allows the alarm 
center to activate the beacon after theft. An alive message is also sent at least daily; this is your guarantee 
that the beacon is able to determine the position after theft.

MiApp
With the MiApp you always have all 
information on a vehicle or means of 
transport at your fingertips. This allows 
you to see where an object is located.

THEFT DETECTION + G4S
Reporting of theft to the alarm center, 
with immediate notification of the 
police.  G4S is our alarm center partner 
and can be reached 24/7.

HISTORICAL POINTS
All daily sent alive messages can be 
seen on a map, online and through the 
MiApp.

€ 795 
per month

Duration of 12 months

LOCK POSITION
This allows you to receive a notification 
by e-mail or push in as soon as the 
selected object starts moving.

GEOFENCE
Placement of an ‘electronic fence’ 
enables you to see when someone 
enters or leaves a zone.

Combined with 
Mi7, Mi8 of Mi9

hardware
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MiGrey
Trailer monitoring

Easily installation

Coverage throughout Europe

Mini tracking system

Watertight (IP65)

Mini tracking system that continually shows the most current position online and through the MiApp 
when a vehicle or object is moving. Especially suited for lorry trailers and semi-trailers.

MiApp
With the MiApp, you always have all 
information on a vehicle or means of 
transport at your fingertips. This allows 
you to see where an object is located.

LOCK POSITION
This allows you to receive a notification 
by e-mail or push notification in the 
MiApp as soon as the selected object 
starts moving.

HISTORICAL POINTS
All daily sent alive messages can be 
seen on a map, online and through the 
MiApp.

GEOFENCE
Placement of an electronic fence 
enables you to see when someone 
enters or leaves a zone. These zones 
can be defined and set up online. 

€ 695
per month

Duration of 12 months

Combined with 
Mi13 hardware


